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About This Content

The Republic is the third expansion for the critically praised strategy / RPG Crusader Kings II. In The Republic you play as a
Patrician in one of the great medieval Merchant Republics. Expand your trade empire as you compete with the other four

Patrician families for the coveted position of Doge and the leadership of the Republic.

Crusader Kings II explores one of the defining periods in world history in an experience crafted by Paradox Development
Studio, the masters of Grand Strategy. Medieval Europe is brought to life in this epic game of knights, schemes, and thrones.

Key Features

 Experience a new and different type of game by playing as one of the great Merchant Republics: Venice, Genoa, Pisa,
the Hanseatic League or Gotland

 As the head of a Patrician family, you must guide your Republican dynasty through fortune and misfortune in a world
dominated by kings and emperors

 Build Trade Posts and expand your Mercantile empire by controlling the sea lanes and the coasts of Europe... and
defend it against rival Patricians, Republics and greedy feudal lords

 Improve your Trade Posts and your prestigious Family Palace with dozens of unique new buildings
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 Compete in the Doge elections, compensating for lack of age and Prestige by investing money in your campaign fund.
May the richest man win!

 Survive feuds with other Patrician families and plot to seize Trade Posts from your rivals; new Plot and many special
events for characters in the Republics

 New Republican skin for the interface

 Unique Clothes and ship models for Republics
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Title: Expansion - Crusader Kings II: The Republic
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 15 Jan, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:XP/Vista/Windows 7

Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb graphics memory required.

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X-compatible sound card

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:3-button mouse and keyboard

English,French,German
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Bought all three Quell's in a bundle pack. And so glad I did. I've now tried them all out and love them. All three are excellent.
But in this one the speaker kind of breaks the relaxation. However, you can turn off voice without turning off anything else. I
like that the it gives you total control over each aspect of the game. I'm now officially addicted to the Quell games. For the price
fo the bundle, it's well worth it. I lose track of time while I'm playing, it's so relaxing and engrossing.. I'm Amanda Holden, and
that was NOT RUBBISH!!!. A charming, whimsical game that evokes something of the aesthetic and gamefeel of Treasure's
output on the Genesis. Extremely fun to play, with some great boss battles and inventive applications of its central mechanic..
Being new to this game, I really like what I see. The game itself is solid, only the AI can use an upgrade: it is to easily beaten.
Looking forward to a larger player base, so more online multiplayer games can be played.. It's so-so. Quite short and average at
best. Only worth buying while on -60% discount.. Cubic is a voxel sandbox game. From the trailer, it seems very much like
Minecraft and, to some extent, it is. That's mostly at the moment because Cubic is very early alpha (0.0.2.9 in this review) and
contains breaking, placing, jumping, crafting and storage. From what Cubic promises though, it has the potential to be much
more than any voxel sandbox game.

In particular, there is a "building fabricator" which I originally thought was a remake of Minecraft's crafting recipes. In reality,
the building fabricator promises to be a powerful crafting set-up to create a variety of interactive objects. At the moment, Cubic
offers a button and a hinge which you can use to create your own doors in any shape or size. In the future (and I cannot express
enough "in the future"), Cubic promises to add a variety of materials (which I assume will have different properties) and
different components (like potentially levers, wheels or pistons). Don't get me wrong though - in 0.0.2.9, none of these have
been added just yet.

The game is also clearly going to be more adventure-based. In the tutorial, you are assisted by a flying companion named
Corban which gives you the tutorial via story-based lessons. Later, there's a story quest involving Corban. For starters, I liked the
voice-acting of Corban but he could've talked less. Cubic looks to be planning more quests which opens opportunities for other
NPCs, monsters, weapons, vehicles, worlds, modding opportunities, trading or side quests! Again though, Cubic has none of
these just yet.

In brief though, the sandbox, features, quests, block types and others are very limited due to the early alpha build + there are a
lot of bugs. Would I recommend it currently for $25 USD? No. Could it be worth it in the future? Yes, and it's worth following
its development.. PLEASE HELP!!

I just purchased this Strategy Guide. I got the replays added to the game but I didn't get the "Commentary" folder added to my
steam\/steamapps,common\/crimson clover\/ folder like I was supposed to.

So I don't have the 76 page strategy guide.

I'm not sure where to post this problem to get it fixed. Any help anyone??. Don't know if everything I complained about was
fixed but developers respond quickly so positive review for me. Interaction is key. Well done.. i like the idea of this game. its
simple, very simple, and not many items to place....

its like the game creaters dont even play their own game.

this game can not be completed. after hours of playing, trying to make my way through the many bugs.

i tell the dev whats the problem, they say its fixed. in fact it wasnt fixed.

its a waste of time to play at this point. its a simple game and should be simple fixes.

dev dont even play their own game. i know cause if you even play for 15 mins youll know this game is crap.. Sensa Peso is
similar to a Disney "It's a small world" in terms of concept. It's rather well put together but I feel it's let down by the hardware
limitations (vive). The vistas it aims to offer all fall short due to the screen door effect, but really what killed the immersion for
me was how 'flat' the backgrounds looked - I just couldn't shake of the sense that the sky, mountains, etc were all 10 yards away,
painted on a sphere. Disapointing, although probably not so much the fault of the developer rather than limiting hardware.
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Awful. Please, please, please don't buy this. Please. I'm begging you.. Too early to recommend this for the current price. Runs
smooth and graphics are decent but after about 10 minutes I was pretty much done with it. If you absolutely love fireworks then
go for it but for someone with just a casual interest I would wait until alot more content is added. Personally I had just about as
much fun playing with the fireworks in H3VR.. Avg Read: 6.5 - 8 hrs
Type: Kinetic Novel

Description: The conclusive episode in this visual novel trilogy is set in the far future on the moon. Will Hal's dream be
realized? It's been 8 years since the events of episode.01. With the economics of lunar city going out of control what is going to
happen next?

Thoughts: After speeding through this last chapter of Hal's story I'm feeling Satisfied but also a little upset with Hasekura's
pacing in the last chapter. I feel that the pace of the first two or three hours is too long without much character development to
the story we left in Chapter 2. Even though I felt it was slow at parts, the way he ties up the loose ends around the two girls that
liked Hal was done well and in line with how they were written as plot points.

Even Hagana's main drama of the end was very true to her character even if I felt it was a little weak overall. Not having a small
scene after the credits was a little sad. But the scenes during the credits tell most of the ending story and closure of Hal's dream.

On a side note, Not sure if Eagle was needed in the story at all. Guess he is there to show Hal's change in risk taking from the
past 4 hrs compared to the young upcomers in the market. But feel Marco maybe could have been written to take this role in the
story without added a character that was only shown/talked about 3-4 times.

7/10. Funny. Anime. Dark. Creepy. Kafkaesque.
A very unique setting for a horror adventures with beautiful pixel-art and decent, but rather easy puzzles.. I want to like this
game because it is a nice wacko platformer but sadly controls are too glitchy for game to be really enjoyable. Character don't
move half time when pressing something and jumping is very akward. Maybe this all will be fixed in later update and then I
might try again but for now I don't think I'd play the game more.. This is the game I played as a child. It is one of my favorite
arcade style game. The second I saw it on sale I bought it. Highly reccomend it.. Pros: Tenshi, Reisen (My fav character) and
Yukari (Train Master) was playable characters

Cons: need to add Cirno (The Strongest) and Sakuya or Utsuho/Okuu (need MOAR nukes). like the game but the leaderboard
confusing! or broken. Flat Path is a great simple puzzle game that isn't trying to be something it's not.
If you have some time to kill, this is a perfect little game to keep you busy.
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